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A fast and limited chronological reading of the text in Genesis 11 and 12 could lead a novice reader of the Bible to
suppose that Abraham’s father was dead when God extended to him His divine hand of destiny. However, a
simple study of the lifespan and ages of the historical figures involved, along with a rigorous analysis of the
genealogies, shows us clearly that this wasn't the case at all.
Bible interpreters agree that Abraham had to leave the land of little and barrenness, and the comfort and
compromise in which his father had been complacently lying, at a time when his father was living. He had to come
out of his father’s house. Faith with a refusal is faith that will receive the supernatural because it is determined not
to die in the land of little and obeys the call to “come out of your father's house” (see Genesis 12:1).
Dear reader, I am not speaking here of spiritual pride and arrogance or of the pretentious, condescending attitude
that despises one’s elders or blames the past generations for all of our present challenges. We’re not called to
compare ourselves with anyone and we are called to honor our fathers and mothers in the flesh and in the faith.
We cherish our heritage, hold on to what is precious, and celebrate the good and the authentic testimony of so
many who have walked before us.
However, I am convinced that faith with a desire to receive the supernatural must aspire to more than what has
been the norm, more than what is around us or was before us. It refuses the mentality of mediocrity and of
minimum required. Whatever the nature and limitation of your family history or spiritual background, God calls you
to come out of your father’s house. Saul’s armor will not be sufficient to slay present-day giants. You must come
out of your father’s house.
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